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Various random fixed point theorems for different classes of 1-set-contractive
random operator are proved. The class of 1-set-contractive random operators
includes condensing and nonexpansive random operators. It also includes semicon-
tractive type random operators and locally almost nonexpansive random operators.
w  . xThus results due to S. Itoh J. Math. Anal. Appl. 67 1979 , 261]273 , T. C. Lin
w  .Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 103 1988 , 1129]1135; Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 123
 . x w  . x1995 , 1167]1176 , and H. K. Xu Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 110 1990 , 495]500
are either extended or improved. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Generalizations of random fixed point theorems from self-maps to
nonself-maps has been a very active topic in probabilistic functional
 w xanalysis in the past two decades see, e.g., Sehgal and Waters 11 , Sahgal
w x w x w x w x wand Singh 12 , Papageorgiou 8, 9 , Lin 5, 6 , Xu 15 , Tan and Yuan 13,
x w x .14 and Beg and Shahzad 1, 2 , etc. . Most random fixed point theorems
deal with condensing or nonexpansive random operators. What about
the random operator which is neither of the above cases? The interesting
case would be a 1-set-contractive random operator. The class of 1-set-
contractive random operators includes condensing and nonexpansive ran-
dom operators. Besides, it also includes other important random operators
such as semicontractive type random operators and LANE locally almost
. w xnonexpansive random operators. Recently, Beg and Shahzad 2 studied
these random operators and gave many results regarding random approxi-
*This work was done while the author was visiting the Florida Institute of Technology.
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mations and random fixed point theorems in a Hilbert space case. Related
 . w xbut different problems were also studied by Lin 6 and Tan and Yuan
w x14 . In this paper we obtain a random fixed point theorem for more
general 1-set-contractive random operators. We apply our main result to
deduce some random fixed point theorems for various special classes of
random operators i.e., nonexpansive, semicontractive type or LANE ran-
.dom operators .
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Throughout this paper, V, S denotes a measurable space. Let A be a
subset of a separable Banach space E. Let 2 A be the family of all subsets
 .of A and WK A the family of all nonempty weakly compact subsets of A.
A mapping T : V ª A is called measurable if for any open subset C of A,
y1 . y1 .   .T C g S. If T is a multifunction, then T C s v g V: T v l C
4/ f g S. A mapping j : V ª A is said to be a measurable selector of a
measurable mapping T : V ª 2 A if j is measurable and for any v g
 .  .V, j v g T v . A mapping T : V = A ª E is called a random operator if
 .for each fixed x g A, the map T ?, x : V ª E is measurable. A measur-
able map j : V ª A is a random fixed point of random operator T if
  ..  .T v, j v s j v , for each v g V.
Let D be a bounded closed subset of a separable Banach space E. A
mapping T : D ª E is called condensing if T is continuous and for any
 .   ..  .  .bounded subset B of D with a B ) 0, a T B - a B , where a B s
 4inf c ) 0: B can be covered by a finite number of sets of diameter F c .
 .  .This number a B is called the set- measure of noncompactness of B. If
there exists k, 0 F k F 1, such that for each nonempty bounded subset B
  ..  .of D we have a T B F ka B , then a continuous map T : D ª E is
called a k-set-contractive map. A mapping T : D ª E is compact if T is
  ..  .continuous and cl T G is compact if G : D, where cl C denotes the
 .closure of C; T is completely continuous or strongly continuous if for any
 4  .  .x in D such that x ª x weakly in D, T x ª T x strongly in E asn n 0 n 0
5  .  .5n ª `. A mapping T : D ª E is called nonexpansive if T x y T y F
5 5x y y for x, y g D. Let T : D ª E be a continuous map. Suppose there
 .  .exists a continuous map V of D = D into E such that T x s V x, x for
 .x g D. Then 1 T is called weakly semicontractive if, for each x g D,
 .  .V ?, x is a nonexpansive map of D into E and the map x ª V ?, x of D
 .into the space of continuous mappings of D into E is compact; 2 T is
 .semicontractive if, for each fixed x in D, V ?, x is nonempansive from D
 .to E and V x, ? is completely continuous from D to E uniformly for x in
  4D that is, if ¨ converges weakly to x in D and u is a sequence in D,j j
 .  .then V u , ¨ y V u , x ª 0 strongly in D.j j j
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A continuous mapping T : D ª E is called LANE locally almost nonex-
.pansive if given x g D and e ) 0, there exists a weak neighborhood N ofx
 . 5  .  .5 5x in D depending also on e such that u, ¨ g N , T u y T ¨ F u yx
5¨ q e . A map T : D ª E is said to be demiclosed at y g E if, for any
 4  .sequence x in D, the conditions x ª x in D weakly and T x ª yn n n
 .strongly imply T x s y. A random operator T : V = D ª E is continuous
 .k-set-contractive, condensing, nonexpansive, semicontractive, LANE, etc.
 .if the map T v, ? : D ª E is so, for each v g V. We denote by I, the
identity mapping of E. A random operator T : V = D ª E is said to be
 .   ..weakly inward if for any v g V, T v, x g cl I x for all x g D, whereD
 .   . 4I x s z g E: z s x q a y y x for some y g D and a G 0 . When DD
has a nonempty interior, a random operator T : V = D ª E is said to
 .satisfy the Leray]Schauder condition if there is a point x in int D , the
 .interior of D depending on v such that
T v , y y x / m y y x 1 .  .  .
for all y g ­ D, the boundary of D, and m ) 1. If T is weakly inward, then
it satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition.
3. MAIN RESULTS
Throughout this section, we shall assume that the interior of C is
nonempty whenever T satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition on C.
In what follows we shall need the following random fixed point theorem
which we state here as a lemma.
w xLEMMA 3.1 15, Theorem 2 . Let C be a nonempty closed con¨ex subset
of a separable Banach space X, T : V = C ª X a condensing random opera-
 .  .tor that is either i weakly inward or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder
 .condition. Suppose that for each v g V, T v, C is bounded. Then T has a
random fixed point.
w xRemark 3.2. Corollary 2.6 in Tan and Yuan 14 shows the validity of
Lemma 3.1 for the case when C is separable instead of when X is
separable.
Using Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2 we now give a simple proof of the
following random fixed point theorem for a 1-set-contractive random
operator which unifies and extends most of the known random fixed point
theorems.
THEOREM 3.3. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex separable
subset of a reflexi¨ e Banach space X and let T : V = C ª X be a 1-set-
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 .  .contracti¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward or ii satisfies the
 .Leray]Schauder condition. Suppose, for each v g V, T v, C is bounded
 .and I y T v, ? is demiclosed at zero. Then T has a random fixed point.
 .Proof. Suppose, first, assumption i is satisfied. Take an element
 4¨ g C and a sequence k of real numbers such that 0 - k - 1 andn n
k ª 0 as n ª `. For each n, define a mapping T : V = C ª X byn n
 .  .  .  .T v, x s k ¨ q 1 y k T v, x . Then T is a weakly inward 1 y k -n n n n n
 .contractive random operator. Since for any v g V, T v, C is bounded
 .  .then T v, C is bounded too. Hence, by Lemma 3.1 i and Remark 3.2,n
there is a random fixed point j : V ª C of T . Since X is a reflexiven n
  .4Banach space and C is bounded then, for any v g V, w y cl j v isn
.weakly compact w y cl denotes the weak closure . For each n, define
 .  .   . 4  .F : V ª WK C by F v s w y cl j v : i G n . Let F: V ª WK C ben n i
 . `  .a mapping defined by F v s F F v . Since X is reflexive, C isns1 n
weakly compact and the separability of C further implies that the weak
wtopology on C is a metric topology. Then as in Itoh 4, proof of Theorem
x2.5 , F is w-measurable and has a measurable selector j . This j is the
desired random fixed point of T. Indeed, fix v g V. Then some subse-
  .4   .4  .quence j v of j v converges weakly to j v . On the other hand,m n
 .   ..    ..4   .we have j v y T v, j v s k ¨ y T v, j v . Thus j v ym m m m m
  ..4  .T v, j v converges strongly to 0, since T v, C is bounded andm
 .k ª 0 as m ª `. Since I y T v, ? is demiclosed at zero, it follows thatm
 .   ..  .j v s T v, j v . Suppose now that assumption ii is satisfied. Let
 .  .  4z g int C satisfy 1 . Take a sequence k of real numbers such thatn
0 - k - 1 and k ª 0 as n ª `. For each n, define a mapping T : V =n n n
 .  .  .C ª X by T v, x s k z q 1 y k T v, x . Then T is a randomn n n n
 .1 y k -set-contractive operator that satisfies the Leray]Schauder condi-n
 .tion. Then, by Lemma 3.1 ii and Remark 3.2, T has a random fixed pointn
 .j . Define a sequence of mappings F : V ª WK C and a mapping F : Vn n n
 .ª WK C in a manner similar to the first part of the proof. Then F is
w-measurable and has a measurable selector j . This j is the desired
random fixed point of T.
 w x.It is well known that Browder 3 if X is uniformly convex, C is a
closed bounded convex subset of X, and T : C ª X is nonexpansive, then
I y T is demiclosed at every y g X. Hence, an immediate consequence of
Theorem 3.3 is the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.4. If X is a uniformly con¨ex Banach space, C is a
nonempty closed bounded con¨ex separable subset of X, and T : V = C ª X
 .  .is a nonexpansi¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward or ii
satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition, then T has a random fixed point.
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w xRemark 3.5. Corollary 3.4 generalizes Theorem 2.6 of Itoh 4 , Theo-
 . w x w xrem 6 ii of Lin 5 , and Theorem 4 of Xu 15 .
THEOREM 3.6. Let X be a uniformly con¨ex Banach space, C a nonempty
closed bounded con¨ex separable subset of X, S: V = C ª X a nonexpansi¨ e
random operator, and M: V = C ª X a completely continuous random
operator. If the random operator T s S q M: V = C ª X satisfies either
 .  .condition i or condition ii of Theorem 3.3, then T has a random fixed
point.
 .Proof. Since X is uniformly convex and thus reflexive and M is
  ..completely continuous, a M v, A s 0 for each subset A of C and each
v g V. Hence T s S q M is a 1-set-contractive random operator. Fur-
 .thermore I y T v, ? is demiclosed at zero for each v g V. Indeed, fix
 4v g V arbitrarily. If x is any sequence in C such that x ª x weaklyn n
 .and x y T v, x ª 0 strongly, then using the complete continuity of Mn n
 .  .we see that M v, x ª M v, x strongly as n ª ` and, therefore, x yn n
 .  .  .  .S v, x s x y T v, x q M v, x ª M v, x strongly. Since I yn n n n
 .  .  .S v, ? is demiclosed at every y g X it follows that x y S v, x s M v, x ,
 .that is, x y T v, x s 0. Hence Theorem 3.6 follows from Theorem 3.3.
w xRemark 3.7. Theorem 3.6 extends Theorem 2.5 of Itoh 4 .
THEOREM 3.8. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded con¨ex separable
subset of a reflexi¨ e Banach space X and T : V = C ª X a continuous weakly
 .  .semicontracti¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward or ii
satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition. Suppose, for each v g V, I y
 .T v, ? is demiclosed at zero. Then T has a random fixed point.
w xProof. By Lemma 3.2 of Petryshyn 10 , T is 1-set-contractive. Theorem
3.3 further implies that T has a random fixed point.
 w x.We know that Petryshyn 10, p. 338 if X is a reflexive Banach space
and C is a closed bounded convex subset of X, then every semicontractive
mapping T : C ª X is also weakly semicontractive. So using this fact
w xtogether with Theorem 3 in 3 we get at once the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let X be a uniformly con¨ex Banach space, C a
nonempty closed bounded con¨ex separable subset of X, and T : V = C ª X
 .a continuous semicontracti¨ e random operator that is either i weakly inward
 .or ii satisfies the Leray]Schauder condition. Then T has a random fixed
point.
w xIt was shown by Nussbaum 7 that if X is a reflexive Banach space, C is
a closed bounded convex subset of X, and T : C ª X is a continuous
LANE mapping, then T is 1-set-contractive; moreover if X is also uni-
formly convex then I y T is demiclosed at every y g X.
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w xIn view of the above mentioned results of Nussbaum 7 , we get the
following theorem.
THEOREM 3.10. Let X be a uniformly con¨ex Banach space, C a nonempty
closed bounded con¨ex separable subset of X, L: V = C ª X a continuous
LANE random operator, and M: V = C ª X a completely continuous ran-
dom operator. If the random operator T s L q M: V = C ª X satisfies
 .  .either condition i or ii of Theorem 3.3, then T has a random fixed point.
Proof. Note first that since X is reflexive, M: V = C ª X is com-
pletely continuous, and L: V = C ª X is a LANE random operator;
 .T s L q M is 1-set-contractive. Furthermore for any v g V, I y T v,?
 4is demiclosed at zero. Indeed, fix any v g V. Let x be a sequence in Cn
 .such that x ª x weakly and x y T v, x ª 0 strongly. Since M isn n n
 .  .completely continuous, M v, x ª M v, x strongly. Hence x qn n
 .  .  .  .L v, x s x y T v, x q M v, x ª M v, x strongly. Since I yn n n n
 . w x  .L v, ? is demiclosed at every y g X 7 , we get that x y L v, x s
 .  .  .M v, x or x y T v, x s 0, that is, I y T v, ? is demiclosed at zero.
Hence Theorem 3.10 follows from Theorem 3.3.
Finally, I am grateful to the referee for drawing my attention to a recent
w xpaper of Lin 6 and also for the helpful suggestions and comments. We
w xhave actually extended a part of Section 2 of 6 , more precisely Theorem
2.2]Corollary 2.2, to weakly inward maps.
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